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ABSTRACT Central to the capitalist orientation introduced to the Third World nations
through colonialism is the role of entrepreneurs in development.  This group is still perceived
as inevitable if these nations are to develop.  In spite of all the attempts to develop date, very
little is being achieved.

While this monograph recognises the importance of entrepreneurs in development, it
asserts that these entrepreneurs have always existed in pre-colonial Nigeria but the re-orien-
tation brought about through capitalism has fundamentally affected the pre-colonial situation.
As such, there is a disjuncture between the latter and the present capitalist expectation.

More importantly, the author tries to debunk the position of certain European writers that
certain ethnic groups are better entrepreneurs than others. Thus, the responsiveness of the
Igbo ethnic group of Nigeria to European economic incentives was a result of a certain his-
torico-sciological position that this group occupies in Nigeria. It is posited that as the nation
approaches the twenty-first-century, one cannot say with certainty that ethnicity should be the
main consideration for entrepreneurial ability. It is the political economy of each nation
within the World Capitalist System that will determine the emergent scenario.
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INTRODUCTION: THE POLITICAL ECONOMY OF NIGEIRA

Though capitalist development in Nigeria emerged with the colonial intervention,
it is likely that the pre-capitalist economic formations of Nigeria would have eventu-
ally become capitalist. This is true when we take the various pre-colonial social
structures of the peoples of Nigeria into consideration, some of which Walter
Rodney (1972) examined in his most popular book How Europe Underdeveloped
Africa. However, the pattern and form of this capitalist development would have
been different from what was experienced under colonial capitalism.

In general, the histories of the Nigerian peoples have never been static. They had
differently exploited each other and their environment, under mythical assumptions.
Kingdoms had risen and fallen as ways of life – especially the exploitation of the
environment – increased. It was during the process of one group attempting to subor-
dinate the other that the colonialists intervened to introduce new patterns of change.
Previous patterns of development were altered and a new definition of what devel-
opment should be was introduced. Outsiders to the system became the determinants
of new patterns of behavioural change in the societies. The control of the economy
was snatched away from erstwhile leaders and the means of exploiting the environ-
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ment replaced. These led to what has been referred to as “dependent development”
which Latin American social scientists propounded, with Andre Gunder Frank ini-
tially in the forefront (Dos Santos, 1973).

The process of dependency began when relatively traditional economies began to
export slaves as exchange for manufactured goods. First, ownership of slaves
became methods of improving the status quo of the elite, as it made new goods
available in the local societies. Later slaves became major ‘instruments’ of labour
when the trade was abolished, courtesy of those who introduced it. From then, the
incorporation of the undeveloped economies of Africa, Asia, and Latin America into
the world capitalist economy in a subordinate position began and was perpetuated
(Wallerstein, 1980).

With active colonization however, slaves became, more or less, relevant and were
replaced by foreign means of labour. In this new economic relationship, trade
became the foundation of the Nigerian economy, as it was for the continents men-
tioned above. This trade was based on a disguised form of economic exploitation,
and the thesis of comparative advantage was fashioned to explain the situation. As
has been variously argued, those who gained most from the new process were the
colonialists – as administrators, traders, and Christians, and the indigenous middle-
men. The latter were those who were ready to support the former in their endeav-
ors – and complain when their economic interests are jeoparadised. They sever links,
on a temporary basis, with the ‘conservative’ peasant and take the risk of pursing
profitable economic opportunities in the modern sector by exploiting their compatri-
ots.

One of the major arguments being used to explain why African countries, includ-
ing Nigeria, have not been able to develop, or more appropriately, have been acquir-
ing development hiccups, is that this set of people have not been given enough
chance to participate in the development process. The state, it is argued, has
hijacked the role of individual entrepreneurs and therefore encouraged a top-to-bot-
tom approach to development. Consequently, the state, it is further argued, has been
demotivating the ordinary people who posses the energy recluired for mobilising
development efforts. According to the World Bank (1989: 135), these ordinary peo-
ple who perceive profitable opportunities, are willing to take risks in pursing them,
and have the ability to organize a business, are the ‘missing link’ in sub-Saharan
African development.

Historically, state intervention in development matters, and the resulting top-to-
bottom approach, is itself a colonial legacy. Interestingly, those who took over the
control of the state from the colonial overlords were mostly middlemen who felt
(and still feel) that it was (and is) more profitable to invest in politics in order to reap
abundant economic benefits (Ekekwe, 1986; Ohiorhenuan, 1989). It is a matter of
“seek ye first the kingdom of power and other things shall be added unto it.” Indeed,
it is still more profitable to invest in “political engineering” than in any other form
of technology in a largely illiterate society. Consequently politics, with its attendant
power condiments, is a do or die affair with the resultant effect of instability featur-
ing civilian and military coups and countercoups.

One of the ways adduced for limiting this problem is the enhancement of grass-
root democracy. Unfortunately, the original meaning of democracy has lost itself in
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the nineteenth-century European industrial revolution from which Nigerian democ-
racy borrows. Unlike in Greek philosophy where democracy meant the enfranchise-
ment of the majority of the people, the bourgeoisie emerging from the revolution
determinedly opposed people-power. Democracy became party politics from which
candidates for election as people’s representatives were chosen. Representative or
liberal democracy became the norm. The “voice of the people” became “the voice of
the representatives”; ideological apparatuses are used to suppress people’s interest in
political participation, votes are rigged through the ballot system; and the affluents
use their influence over the poor (Ake, 1992).

It is the latter which Richard Joseph (1991) has used to characterise the Nigerian
political system as prebendal. This effectively coloured what was introduced as
grassroot democracy during the Babangida regime of 1985-1993. While neglecting
the prebendal nature of Nigerian politics, the military government, it seemed, was
determined to give power to the common people, the largest segment of the society
and the lowest in status, to exercise real power. More importantly, the poverty status
of this group was overlooked. They are both illiterate and lack effective ownership
of both the objects and the means labour. It is not surprising therefore that though
more local governments were created to move power closer to the people, “powers”
outside the local government determined what happened within the local govern-
ments. The middle-class successfully hijacked governance and frustrate the attempts
of the military government as it played into their hands (Olutayo, 1994). The rejec-
tion of the presidential elections is still fresh in world memory. Unfortunately, those
on whom governance now devolved have not only been unable to resolve the politi-
cal imbroglio, the economy is still in shambles.

At the economic level, it has been argued that the informal sector of the economy
should be recognised. This is probably with a view to improving the economic
potentials of the people so that it may result in a fundamental transformation of the
political superstructure, and indeed, the African economy. They provide “more than
half of Africa’s urban employment and as such as one-fifth of GDP in many coun-
tries” (World Bank, 1989: 10). The informal sector’s activities, the World Bank fur-
ther observes, provides a good training ground for entrepreneurial initiative as they
are the most accessible and competitive part of African economies. They have
developed their own grassroot institutions to meet the demand for credit and training
which have been neglected by the government. They are a veritable linkage between
imported and local technologies and create jobs at lower cost. The informal sector
intensively uses more of local resources and produces easily affordable goods and
services.

Lying between the informal sector and the foreign-owned or state-owned enter-
prises are the formal modern entrepreneurs who, according to Marsden (1990),
“appear to be efficient.” They “exhibit good judgements and sound business sense
when making investments for expansion, modernization or diversification of pro-
jects.” It was found from empirical research carried out in Botswana, the Côte
d’Ivoire, Ghana, Kenya, Malawi, and Tanzania, and which are relevant to Nigeria,
that these modern entrepreneurs run their enterprises with hired labour and set up
businesses in fields with which they are familiar either through family upbringing or
work experience. They accept risks which are usually calculated rather than gam-
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bling; they are motivated by personal gains and the need for personal achievement
and self-expression; and they are individualists, open to new ideas. In addition, they
are continually searching for self-improvement through contacts with suppliers, cus-
tomers, and other entrepreneurs in the field. They live and breathe their businesses,
day and night, and build upon success. The formal entrepreneurs diversify into areas
that make sense according to their experience, resources and competitive advan-
tages, and they build up confidence in the integrity and competence of equipment
suppliers through close working relationships and active cooperation in running
their businesses.

Generally, both the formal and informal sectors are survival responses to the colo-
nial and neo-colonial capitalist economy. While the former became prominent in the
neo-colonial economy, the latter had assumed its prominence since the colonial era,
during which unemployment became manifest in the Nigerian economy.  Coupled
with this is the fact that it requires little or no education to establish an informal
business and, to some extent, little capital – unlike in the formal business sector,
where participants are mostly educated. These high levels of response to the eco-
nomic incentives and Western education among Africans have been commended by
LeVine (1966: 3). He pointed out, however, that this responsiveness is not general
among all Africans. Such ethnic groups as the Kikuyu in Kenya, the Chagga in
Tanganyika, the Ewe in Ghana, the Bamileke in Cameroun, and the Igbo in Nigeria
are noted as being exceptionally responsive. He asserted that these groups are likely
to retain this status of opportunism and industry for a long time.

However, this assertion has been shown to be unrealistic by scholars of entrepre-
neur. For example, Livesay (1982: 15) has argued that:

Dealing with the present and future on the basis of the past is like driving by looking
in the rear view mirror; it’s an adequate means of maintaining general direction, but
not always a guide to pitfalls and obstacles that lie ahead.

In spite of this caution, it is known that the Igbo, when compared to the other major
ethnic groups in Nigeria, are in the forefront of entrepreneurial activities, especially
in the informal sector. The work of LeVine, therefore, requires further investigation.
Though it is fraught with over-generalisations, the book is a bold attempt at examin-
ing entrepreneurial activities in Nigeria.

ENTREPRENEURIAL ACTIVITIES IN NIGERIA

Of the three main ethnic groups in Nigeria, LeVine argues, the Igbos are the most
energetic parvenus who have successfully challenged the established order of
supremacy which the Yoruba occupied in the elitist professional civil service estab-
lishments. Green (1947) observed that the Igbo admire “the man of energy, the go-
getter...” and that the qualities stressed in children’s upbringing are property, money,
honesty, and loyalty to kinsmen (p. 88). Due to these patterns of socialisation and
the democratic nature of the Igbo social structure, LeVine argued that, contrary to
other motivation theorists, especially McClelland, the family influence on the need
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for the achievement motive is intrinsic rather than extrinsic. He further argued that
the status mobility system determines parental values (that is as a concept of the
ideal successful man), which in turn determines the child-rearing practices and this,
also, determines personality frequencies (for example percentage of population
members high in Achievement or obedience disposition). He applied this causal
hypothesis to status mobility in nineteenth-century Nigeria.

To realise his purpose(s), of predicting the ethnic group that would have the high-
est achievement motive by the end of twentieth-century Nigeria, LeVine limited his
study of status mobility to the nineteenth-century “in preference to earlier periods.”
It is noteworthy that the nineteenth-century was the century of active foreign inter-
vention of what later became Nigeria, during which the independence of various
groups to determine not only their social structures but also their futures were lost
on the Europeans. Furthermore, while realising the internal variation of the various
ethnic groups:

... the predictive nature of this study has required that they be overlooked in favour of
a generalized picture of each group’s status system, and has meant making arbitrary
decision in order to capture the central tendencies of each system at the points of
divergence from the other groups. The decisions were to concentrate on the character-
istics of the central, dominant, or culturally purest subgroup for which most ethno-
graphic evidence was available. (my emphases) (LeVine, 1966: 24)

LeVine was interested, like Weber, in arriving at an abstract generalization of ideal
types “which do not hold true for a number of marginal or culturally mixed sub-
groups.” The point here is, with regards to the Yoruba for example, to see Oyo
Yoruba as the “purest” Yoruba culture in contrast to Ijesha, Ondo, Ijebu, or even
Ibadan. Yet in terms of their ways of life, there are vast differences.

Even LeVine recognised this inadequacy since over-estimations of differences
between sub-groups or of other misinterpretation “increase the probability of failure
in predicting the results of psychological testing” (p. 24), and the more the descrip-
tions represent exaggerations of the actual differences between the three groups and
under-estimations (or over-estimations) of the internal diversity of each group... the
less likely are the heterogeneous (with reference to sub-group) subjects to exhibit
the ethnic group difference predicted on the basis of the ethnographic characteriza-
tion (p. 25).

In spite of these obvious limitations, LeVine identified the Hausa-Fulani as oper-
ating a political system centred around a despotic king and in favour of a clientelist
status mobility pattern. In this system, he argues, political office was central to
wealth acquisition, and to acquire political office, you have to be a client to the
office-holder so that clientelism became the accepted avenue for mobility. LeVine
supported his argument with M.G. Smith’s work that fifty years after colonial inter-
vention, clientelism still persisted in North-Western Nigeria. LeVine argued that
“successful clientage involved early training in habits of subordination and political
intrigue and opportunistic choice of patrons... and there were no significant alterna-
tives to clientages and its authoritarian habits for a man of ambition” (!!). But how
typical is northwestern Nigeria for the whole of the Hausa-speaking people – where
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it is more profitable to be radical in the middle-belt of Nigeria – (regarded as
Northern Nigeria until late) – than to be a client?

As a way of contrasting the state-centred political system of the northwest to
southeastern Nigeria, LeVine categorised the Igbo as lacking political centralization,
urban organization, and Islamic influence in the pre-colonial period. He portrayed
them as highly democratic, among whom decision making was not the responsibility
of a single leader but of a council of elders who were highly responsive to popular
will. For Le Vine, the fact that without being in titled societies “a man of wealth
could attain a considerable political power... (by providing) he gunpowder and
firearms needed for raiding and protection and could build up a considerable follow-
ing,” meant that individual attainment of wealth was encouraged as a means to polit-
ical office-holding. The Igbo, he argues, “placed a premium on occupational skill,
enterprise and initiative,” upon which mobility is dependent. Individuals are moti-
vated to work hard and “cleverly marshal available resources of increasing wealth”
so that more people, unlike among the Hausa and Yoruba, he points, have access to
wealth, and wealth brings power rather than power bringing wealth. “The (Igbo)
system,” LeVine asserts, “was a more favourable environment for the men with
Achievement and is therefore likely to have produced a higher incidence of it in the
male population.” But to what extent is it true that there was no state system in Igbo
society? Did all the Igbo possess the ingenuity of the Arochukwu in the nineteenth-
cenury, and where were the Aros when the Nris and Awkas were dominating other
Igbo groups?

Between the state and stateless societies identified by LeVine, he located the
Yoruba who had what Imoagene (1990) referred to as ‘composite socio-political
system.’ Though the Yoruba had kings, their kings were not as autocratic as the
Hausa-Fulani Emirs. LeVine argued that, generally, the Yoruba social structure con-
tained both Hausa clientilism and Igbo individualism, and he concluded that “the
only possible conclusion is that Yoruba society was intermediate between (Igbo) and
Hausa as an environment favourable to the development of Achievement.” This is
the crux of the problem in generalising about societies. In the words of Imoagene
(1990: 1):

Models and typologies may have their value as a scientific method for classifying a
whole range of facts. They become disfunctional however, when they become too
inclusive and simplistic tending to distort, or even falsify reality. So it has been with
political systems as they apply to Nigeria.

Thus, while it is true that the Igbo, empirically, are very industrious and entrepre-
neurial, it is equally true for other ethnic groups. It is not true, however, that their
social structure is the most influential nor is it static. Various factors can be used to
explain the entrepreneurial ability of individuals rather than which ethnic group they
belong to. Most important in this analysis is the requirement to satisfy the basic
needs, and the opportunities available for the satisfaction of these needs. In short,
what informed the emergence of the social structure? Were these factors merely
internal to the different ethnic groups? It is along this line of reasoning that we shall
attempt to explain the Igbo as an entrepreneur by examining the socio-historical
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involvement of the Igbo in trading activities.

THE IGBO AND TRADE IN THE 19TH CENTURY

It seems as if the knowledge of the existence of an Igbo cultural group and their
importance and relevance to the world began in the mid-nineteenth-century. This
can itself be traced back to 1832 when the Lander brothers navigated the River
Niger and it was discovered that Britain could divert trade from North Africa and
northern Nigeria to the coast where it had naval power instead of crossing the North
African desert. At the coast however, the political power of the middlemen under
the leadership of coastal chiefs hindered the Europeans from penetrating the interi-
ors of Africa.

For almost four hundred years, between 1500-1885, the coastal traders barred the
Europeans from the interior and kept European merchants on the seaboard. These
coastal people were the Ijaws on the Brass river, who pioneered the migration to the
coasts in the fifteenth-century. During the second wave of migration to the coast
between 1450-1800 the numerically superior Igbos were predominant. Their superi-
ority, Dike suggests, resulted from the slave trade that caused the migration to the
coast. It was during this trade in the seventeenth-century that the coastal towns
became city-states and the middlemen consolidated their position. These people pre-
vented further migration to the coast except in slave trading, so that there were more
slaves at the coast than freemen. It has been argued that the Igbo moved to the coast
especially as slaves and because of land hunger. Dike (1956: 28) states:

(Igbo) pressing against limited land resources had, of necessity, to seek other avenues
of livelihood outside the tribal boundaries. In the 19th century and earlier, the growth
of a large non-agricultural population in areas where the land was too small or too
poor to sustain the people gave rise to some measure of specialization among sections
of the tribe: the Aros became the middlemen of the hinterland; the Ada and the Abam
constituted the mercenaries; Awka men were the smiths and doctors, while Nkwerre
people, in addition to their work in iron, played the role of professional spies and
diplomatists. If we may judge from the 19th century records, in spite of this specializa-
tion over-population was the rule in all sections of the tribe. This reservoir of man-
power accounts for the fact that Igbo land supplied the greater part of the slaves
shipped to the New World from the bights of Benin and Biafra (my emphasis).

Their combined status as slaves shipped from the Bights of Benin and Biafra, also
suggests that they were more slaves at the coast than successful middlemen traders.
Thus, their relevance, importance, and entrepreneurial ability were not known even
from the beginning up to the mid-nineteenth-century.

The significance of the oil industry to the European economy during this period,
and the need to abolish the slave trade necessitated British interest in breaking the
power and economic monopoly at the coast of the coastal chiefs. Before this could
be effectively done, MacGregor Laird had pioneered British movement into the inte-
rior and had exposed the fact that “trade on the Niger would have to be based upon
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the palm oil regions for a reliable profit” (Flint, 1960: 15), and that the Brassmen
(the main middlemen) at the coast must be eliminated. This was to ensure direct
trade with the oil markets behind them. These oil markets were owned, mainly, by
the Igbo but they were effectively hindered from controlling the sale of their prod-
ucts to the foreign traders. Laird’s 1859 voyage into the interior was attacked by the
Brassmen and this form of attack continued into the 1860s as Liverpool merchants
at the coast supported the Brass middlemen in obtaining arms and ammunitions to
protect their monopoly of the internal trade.

By the 1870s, however, the British were able to trade directly with the producers
by playing the indigenous people against each other—the Emir of Nupe was encour-
aged to create an African empire in order to increase British trade to the detriment of
coastal traders. In the process, however, the Igbo palm oil producers were gradually
being liberated from the dominance of the coastal middlemen, who were harassed
and bombarded, in order to secure passage into the interior. European firms formed
an amalgamation known as the Central African Trading Company Limited (later the
United African Company UAC) on 20 November, 1879, in order to monopolize the
trade on the Niger River. It was in order to eliminate competition from the French
and the Germans that Britain supported the U.A.C., which was granted the Royal
Niger Charter in 1886 after the Berlin Conference (For details, see Flint, 1960;
Shenton, 1986 and Dike, 1956).

Thus the entrepreneurial ability of the Igbo has to be traced back to these begin-
nings of direct trade with the Europeans, especially from the 1870s. The trade
became fundamental to the survival of the Igbo, as Dike, earlier cited, posited, espe-
cially because of land hunger in the nineteenth-century. By the early twentieth-cen-
tury, trade had become a necessity and pleasure. Igbo markets had become the main
features of their lives and trading “the breath of life” (Green,1947: 37). Nonetheless,
not all the Igbo were engaged in the trade. It is therefore important to examine the
political economy of the Igbo.

POLITICAL ECONOMY OF THE IGBO

A conscious study of the Igbo was not thought necessary by the colonizing
British government until the riots of the 1920s against the taxation of women. By
this period, almost a century of interaction had existed between the coastal people,
including the Igbos, and the European traders. Not only had the world-view of the
Igbo been fundamentally modified, its social structure had also significantly
responded to the European way of life. This response was necessitated by the fact
that “the system of land tenure on which the agriculture of the region depend(s)
remain(s) unadapted to the change and suited only self-sufficient communities with
limited populations and enough land for their farming needs.” In places where the
population is overcrowded, as high as more than 1,000 persons per square mile, the
amount of land available to individuals was (and is still) small: “over-farming, scat-
tered holdings, and the pledge system effectively prevent any attempts to improve
agricultural methods,” whereas areas within which land was (and is still surplus)
“militates against emigration to new areas.” Consequently, rather than relying on
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farming, “the (Igbo) is... convinced that although he can still exist by farming, if he
wishes to improve his position he must find some other trade or occupation” (my
emphasis) (Jones, 1949: 323).

In fact, occupations other than farming had existed among the Igbo prior to their
contact with the Europeans at the coast. From the archaeological discovery of
Professor Thurnstan Shaw in Igbo-Ukwu, Isichei (1976) has suggested that iron-
working diffused into the Igbo area from the Nok complex of northern Nigeria. With
this diffusion, the cultivation of land for agriculture was eased and, by the nineth-
century, “it laid the foundation for a highly skilled and sophisticated tradition of
metallurgy, which had reached great heights of artistry and technical mastery...”
(Isichei, 1976: 9).

Apart from the improvement in the satisfaction of the basic needs of food, cloth-
ing, and shelter, a political superstructure emerged around the king, called Eze Nri,
who controlled the Ozo title system. This scared kingship developed to its finest in
the west coast of Africa, among the Oreri and Nri (Onwuejeogwu, 1972). The Nri, it
seems, at one point, established hegemony (or in the process of establishing the
hegemony: Ogbogbo, 1993) over the other Igbo groups. The Nri performed “politi-
cal and religious functions from village to village, they also traded in some goods
associated with their main profession and duty.” These goods were elephant tusks,
goats, skins, beads, iron spear heads, and bronze objects. The Igbo were the tradi-
tional ritualists and, even in modern times, “diplomats” still consult by Igbo towns
and peoples. They are, Onwuejeogwu further argues, “the most successful and busi-
ness men in the East Central State” and this is probably true among the Igbo today.

It is generally agreed that it is from this Nri, among the Umeri clan, in the north-
ern Igboland that the “proto-Igbo” populations dispersed into the forests of Igboland
to spread to other areas. In the words of Afigbo (1980: 8):

From all currently available indications, it was the first part of Igboland (Northern
Igbo) to be effectively settled by the Igbo from where they subsequently spread to the
neighbouring lowlands to the West, South and East.

Furthermore, it is among the peoples of northern Igboland, with the kingship sys-
tem, that manufacturing, medicine, and the exploitation of occult forces as rituals
and diviners first developed. It can be argued, however, to the contrary, that it was
the depletion of the soil that gave rise to occupational specialization (Dike, 1956).
Rather it is more likely that the ability of the people to satisfy their basic needs in
the Igbo precapitalist socio-economic formation was enhanced by the necessity to
have many hands in exploiting the environment. This led to increased population
and, with time, they were able to improve their means of production reinforced by
their increased knowledge of the environment and division of labour. The Igbo
socio-economic formation seems to have, through these developments, become
comprised of specialised occupations and, later, led to more inventions. From here,
private property would have become necessary by the utilisation of the labour power
of others, creating the basis of inequality and social antagonisms. Inequality within
the Igbo social structure, typified within the Nri zone, resulted in the Ozo title and
the Eze Nri (Nzimiro, 1972: Jones, 1963; Anene, 1966 among others). As Marx
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(1964: 68-69) once observed, social antagonisms arising from the modification of
the environment will “depend on various external, climatic, geographic... conditions
as well as (man’s) special natural make-up-their tribal character,” and will therefore,
“realise itself in a variety of ways.” The basis of inequality among the Igbo typifies
a variant of Marx’s Asian mode of production.

In this social arrangement, a body, consisting of a unity founded on relationship
between the heads of families, represents the common interest of the group. This is a
more democratic form of the Asiatic mode of production identified by Marx. In the
other, an individual seems to represent the “communal spirit” and, in the Nri, the
Eze was tending to assume this role probably between the 1100 and 1400 A.D.—
having attained scared kingship. He governed Nri with the aid of twelve councilors
called Nzemabua. Along with his sacredness is the fact that Nri men performed rit-
ual-political and political-ritual services in Igbo settlements. They were identified by
the “Ichi” scarification marks on their faces. Though it was difficult in those days for
the Igbo to migrate from one community to the other without stringent measures,
including the blood convenant, the Nri men were “sacred” and were not to be killed
or molested. They carried the staff of politlcal and ritual authority (ofo) and were
‘modulator and symbol of inter-village peace and cordial relationship.’
Onwuejeogwu (1972: 44) further notes:

They were believed to possess the ritual power of cleaning abomination of the earth
(Ikpu Alu), making and dissolving Igbo avoidance and taboo (Ido na Isube Nso Ana)
explaining and enacting new code of ritual-political or political-ritual behaviour,
(Ikowaodinani) arbitrating and making peace between villages (Igbo Ogu), ordaining
ritual-political or political-ritual title holders (Ichi Echichi), and repairing pollutions
against the community (Idozi Ana).

Underlining these is their occupational supremacy over others in terms of smelting
and iron-working, the knowledge of which were “the jealously guarded secret, of
certain villages, surrounded by strict taboos” (Isichei, 1976: 30). With the political
and ritual practices under the Nri men, they were able to manipulate other Igbo set-
tlements which became subjected to the indirect manipulation of Eze Nri to control
the political, economic, and ritual affairs of these settlements. The hegemony of the
Eze Nri was, however, made manifest by the acclaimed ritual power without being
able to dominate effectively

Thus the lack of effective domination seems to explain the widely acclaimed
autonomy of Igbo villages or village groups-established on the basis of kinship rela-
tions. Most of these villages or village-groups are concentrated in Southern Igbo and
had had up to 78 years of direct relationship with the Europeans before the North
did. Thus the Europeans regarded the south as the dominant clan of the Igbo who,
through their long association with the Europeans, found it easier to respond to the
ways of the “whites.” (Onyeama, 1982)

Not only were the southern Igbo (especially those in the extreme south) outside
the effective domination of the northern Igbo, due to distance and the terrain, they
also had more land for their needs. Consequently, they were very good farmers who
depended largely on land for survival. They were in the process of “consolidating
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their holdings” (Jones, 1949: 310) and inequality patterns had not become manifest.
It is not surprising, therefore, that aspects of “individualism” and “democracy” per-
vaded these social structures prior to their contact with the Europeans. Nonetheless,
these attributes were in the process of being subordinated to the emergence of the
Arochukwu, who began the process of dominating the Igbos in response to the
Europeans slave-trade.

The Aro had formed a general council of the component village-groups which
were comprised of nine otusi men and the heads of the ten other villages which had
no resident otusi, and co-opted leaders of intelligence and good character. Onyishi
otusi presided over the clan as the titular head with an executive arm called ekpe.
Again,  the Aro gained their limited supremacy by exploiting the Long Juju and as
monopolist middlemen between the coastal dwellers and the other interior Igbo
groups. Their political supremacy was emerging through this political integration
that they attempted. This system of political integration was evolved “to adjust rela-
tions among the villagers so that the secrets behind Aro ascendancy could be kept
from outsiders” (Afigbo, 1972: 19). Since the lineage heads were not political heads
however, the political system thus fashioned was not effective. Within each village,
therefore, individuals could act contrary to the decisions of the lineage head – espe-
cially if such individuals were men of wealth.

The acquisition of wealth was not mainly through the number of yam barns filled
but, more especially from the seventeenth-century, the ability to acquire European
goods such as iron, guns, ammunition, cloth, and liquor. By the nineteenth-century,
the igbo had migrated en masse to the coast to trade, so that they were numerically
superior to the other Nigerian groups at the coast. Due to this superiority, they
“bequeathed their language to most of the city-state – to Bonny, Okrika, Opobo, and
to a certain extent influenced the language and institutions of old and new Calabar.”
Nonetheless, the Aro were able to ensure that, as mediators between God and the
clans, “they held a privileged position throughout the land, erecting what amounted
to a theocratic state over Eastern Nigeria” (Dike, 1956: 38). They formed colonies
which were divinely ordained trade centres in the interior and were economic dicta-
tors in the hinterland (Dike, 1956: 38; Ukwu, 1967). They did this by carving
Igboland into spheres of influence under Arochukwu villages. The Aro also
achieved this by sustaining the belief of the Igbo in their oracle through the posses-
sion of superior military equipment bought from the Europeans. The guns were used
to arm the Abam, Abiriba, Awhawfia, and Edda, as mercenaries, to destroy any dis-
respect or questioning of their economic interest, through their oracular authority.
Using their Agballa deity, the Awka were also long-distant traders, but could not
attain the extent of the Aro supremacy because they lacked the military and eco-
nomic organisation. Consequently, apart from those residing at the coast, the Igbo
men of wealth had to be either Aro or be subjected to Aro authorities, especially on
the Igbo.

The Aro oligarchy, however, suffered threats to its supremacy with the abolition
of the slave trade, from 1807-1901. During the years 1840-1860, the British too mil-
itary action against the trade, especially at the coast. Consequently, the Aro were not
seriously affected, moreso where the slaves became relevant in the palm oil industry,
which replaced the trade, and in the traditional institution of burial rites (Harris,
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1942; Afigbo, 1974). However, the major crisis of the Aro oligarchy began with the
persistent expansion of European influence mentioned earlier. Apart from the eco-
nomic incursions into Aro sphere of influence, Christianity became established on
the Niger through the Presbyterians in Clalabar in 1846, the Church Missionary
Society (C.M.S.) in 1856. Roman Catholics jointed the C.M.S. in 1885, and, from
the late 1830s, the British began to sign slave trade treaties with various communi-
ties. The establishment of British Consuls, first, at the Bights of Benin and Biafra,
and, later, at the Oil Rivers, after being made a protectorate under the United
African Company, and so on, all contributed to weaken the religious and economic
supremacy of the Aro (Dike, 1956; Flint, 1960; Jones, 1963; Anene, 1966; Ajayi,
1965; Ayandele, 1966; etc.).  The people started to jettison their traditional religion
and beliefs and, in fact, destroyed traditional religious images, cults, and totemic
animals (Afigbo, 1974). The establishment of consular agents also assisted the
British in abolishing human sacrifices, especially through the establishment of
Native Courts under MacDonald’s administration in 1891. The building of roads and
railways did not follow the old trade routes, and the administrative headquarters
gradually moved trade away from the Aro trade route network (Ukwu, 1967;
Afigbo, 1974). The Aro expedition and the assistance rendered to British traders, by
the coastal traders, in their bid towards interior expansion, finally brought Aro
ascendancy into total disarray.

With this new development, the interior producers were opened to direct contact
with coastal traders, some of whom were Igbo. Furthermore, it became possible for
the Northern Igbo, whom the Southern Igbo regarded as “ignorant” and “backward
people,” to have direct contact with the Europeans. Generally, their disposition (the
northern Igbo) was towards trade and forming alliances with the Europeans to the
detriment of their southern counterparts. To date, the feud between these two groups
is still alive and has generated a lot of tension and competition among them.
Especially after the colonial era, trade through the coast was largely redirected
towards Lagos, which became the federal capital at independence. The Igbo fol-
lowed this change en masse for their trading activities, but relatively large cities had
also emerged around Port Harcourt, Onitsha, and Owerri to which they also
migrated. Most of these are twentieth-century developments.

THE IGBO ENTREPRENEUR IN 20TH CENTURY NIGERIA

As observed, the political economy of the Igbo had not been static but dynamic as
we moved from the pre-colonial economy into the slave trade era (an epoch that
extended into the colonial economy). One major contribution that cannot be dis-
puted by Africanists is the fact that colonial capitalism subordinated the pre-existing
social structure within which more people participated. Unlike in the northern part
of Nigeria where, according to Shenton (1986), merchant capitalism did not subordi-
nate the existing social structure well enough, eastern Nigeria witnessed appreciable
transformation of its social structure. This is understandable since there was intense
competition between industrial and merchant capitalism at the coast. This appears to
have been won by the former, as witnessed in the charter accorded to the Niger
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Company, at least to a certain extent. This charter in itself hindered the growth of
the free market system as the holders of the charter encouraged monopoly to their
own advantage. The competition liberated most of the Igbo into trading, especially
with the movement of Laird, Goldie, and others into the interior of Nigeria. It was
within the eastern region, unlike in the other parts of Nigeria, that capitalism had a
freehand, coupled with force, to do whatever it wanted. The colonial government
catalysed this process immensely.

COLONIALISM AND IGBO ENTREPRENEURSHIP

The exploits of Laird, Goldie, and other European capitalists in the hinterland ter-
ritories, through the coastal states of what became Nigeria, were only the beginning
of the process of total economic and political subordination of Nigerian societies to
Western capitalism. The introduction of consular administration in 1891 by British
marked the beginning of formal colonisation in this part of what later became the
eastern region. This process entailed a deliberate policy for the possession of the ter-
ritory against other European governments. More importantly, the intent of the
British colonial administration in Africa, like other European powers, was to protect
commercial and strategic interests for the home country and to eliminate indigenous
constraints of their commercial activities (Williams, 1980). These were pursued with
vigour, following Buxton's thesis (1839), leading first to the colonialisation of Lagos
in 1861 and therefore the psychological and later physical subordination of the peo-
ples of South Western Nigeria (Olutayo, 1991). The Igbo were free until the begin-
ning of the twentieth century. Nonetheless, “what was unique about the economic
relations between the Igbo and Europeans is that they were intensive, continuous,
and of long duration. Through trade, first in slaves and later in palm products, the
Igbo acquired many new items of material culture, new wealth, and new standards
of values and prestige” (Ottenberg, 1959: 135).

In short, colonialism was necessary for encouraging legitimate trade in the ulti-
mate interest of the colonising nation. The Igbo communities were exposed to legiti-
mate trade, first, through “treaties,” to the detriment of coastal interests. By the
beginning of the twentieth century, Britain seems to have become more desperate in
ensuring the continued flow of raw materials (especially palm oil) to its industries.
Hence Britain started major military expeditions under Sir Ralph Moore, the first
High Commissioner of the Niger Coast Protectorate under which the Igbo fell. The
major obstacle to European trade that Moore was interested in surmounting so as to
consolidate imperial rule was the Aro. In fact, the urgency and determination with
which the High Commissioner and other Protectorate administrators dealt with the
Aro in 1901 grew from enmity to obsession (Anene, 1956). By 1906, Britain had
almost effectively occupied the whole of Igboland. Indigenous merchant capitalists
had been destroyed. “The production and distribution of goods for exports became
anybody’s business, and economic contacts between European and Igbo were estab-
lished on a broad basis” (Ottenberg, 1959: 135). Though this process increased the
number of people participating in trade, a majority of these participants were peas-
ants producing and trading on a small scale, since they had little or no access to
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loans and interests which the Aros and other coastal traders possessed. This, among
others, according to Gavin Williams (1980), let to the extension of formal colonial
rule and the consequent building of railways and roads to reduce transport costs for
European traders, increase the supply of raw materials abroad, and expand the
indigenous market for imported goods. For all these they needed indigenous traders
agents who, unlike the Jaja of Opobo and Nana of Itsekiri at the coast, could not
export produce directly nor import foreign goods by themselves. They were depen-
dent on cash and good advances from expatriate trading firms which had superior
capital resources and possessed the monopoly control of banking and shipping facil-
ities. The banks discriminated against Nigerian businessmen but favoured foreign
ones. Furthermore, the foreign firms combined to regulate prices and pool their pur-
chases together to discourage African traders or new entrants. Where the Africans
attempted to control markets and prices through combinations, like their foreign
counterparts, they were penalised (Forrest, 1995). According to Forrest (1995: 16),
“if then an African trader found a profitable new line, European companies would
move quickly to drive them out of business.” Nonetheless trade, the professions, and
civil service were becoming more attractive and lucrative contact points with
Europeans, rather than agriculture or manufacturing. These were the quickest ways
to being enculturated into the newly emerging way of life. In all ways, however,
Africans were completely subordinated to their European masters – ensured by for-
eign companies such as the Royal Niger Company, Miller Brothers, John Holt, and,
in the main, the UAC. In the Igbo palm oil trade by 1931, however, few rich Igbo
individuals, with the colonial clientelistic set-up, had established capitalist forms
(Nzimiro, 1990).

With increasing agitation for self-government in the 1930s, through the 1950s, the
colonial governments started to shift grounds in its overprotection of foreign firms.
This was inevitable because its hold over the country was weakening as indigenous
elites, being incorporated into governance from the 1940s, started to agitate for the
control of their economy – especially in the western and eastern regions. In order “to
promote commerce with or industry in the United Kingdom” (Cmd, 6175), and
therefore ensure the continued subordination of Nigeria to Britain, the Colonial
Development and Welfare Acts was introduced into Nigeria in 1945. The gradual
transfer of power to Nigerians limited the overbearing nature of foreign firms and
therefore, the indigenous businessmen started to come into prominence – some of
them even participated in politics. Their prominence over foreign firms was aided
through the granding of loans to them by the government. However, this prominence
was in trade as foreign firms directed their capital into large-scale manufacturing.
The foreign traders also gradually withdrew from the retail and produce trades to
technologically more advanced trades from 1957. The various regional development
boards and, later, corporations, which took over from the Nigerian Local
Development Board – itself a carryover from the Colonial Development
Board – encouraged foreign industries by granting them relief from company tax and
writing off from profits of foreign companies “a large amount of their capital
invested in fixed assets.” (Federal Government of Nigeria, 1958). Furthermore,
state/regional industries were also established, in partnership with foreign compa-
nies, which, to Forrest (1995: 26-27), impeded the formation of private Nigerian
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capital. Politics became the most attractive avenue for making profit, yet the busi-
nessmen were not well accepted by the political class. In the words of Forrest (ibid.
27-28):

(B)usinessmen were generally regarded as corrupt and seen as supplicants for favours
from the state. They were not taken into confidence over state policy. They had no firm
institutional presence for putting collective pressure on government. Nationalist oppo-
sition to the dominance of foreign interests in the economy was limited and diluted by
the involvement of business people in government and state bodies.... Periodic pres-
sure from groups of businessmen and prominent individuals did prompt consideration
of measures to restrict foreign capital but little action was taken.

This was not until after independence with the Yorubas, as the leading entrepreneurs
and agitators through the Lagos Chamber of Commerce.

The location of Lagos and its nearness to Yoruba societies, coupled with the 
latter’s earliest involvement in colonial administration and multinational
corporations – in large proportion – gave them a headway in establishing their own
entrepreneurial outfits. The Igbo were visible in trading second-hand materials,
including motor spare parts. This trade only became lucrative with their migration to
Lagos, Port Harcourt, and the north through the transport network of roads and rail-
ways by the colonial government. The urge to migrate, as earlier observed, has been
succinctly stated by Nnoli (1978: 59) that:

Igbo primitive communalist mode of production under patriarchal domination was
accompanied by a low level of production, underdevelopment of the productive forces,
and the ever increasing pauperisation of the younger sons. And since production was
based on the cultivation of land, low production, and pauperisation were worst in areas
of poor soil. Here the rate of migration was highest.... Moreover, the soil is compara-
tively poor because it is highly leached and acidic. Hence a large number of Igbo-
speaking people have migrated to colonial life. For example in 1952 about 99,000
Igbo residents lived in the Midwest and Lagos. They constituted 8 per cent the total
urban population of these areas of 1. 2 million, and 51 per cent of the non-indigenous
population. In Lagos, Benin, Kano and Kaduna, they constituted over 30 per cent of
the non-indigenous residents. Therefore, unlike the more materially-developed Hausa
and Yoruba linguistic peoples, the Igbo were more impelled to move.

Those who moved, mostly, among the Igbos were the younger sons due to land
hunger around Onitsha, Awka, Okigwe, Orlu Nnewi, and Oguta.

As earlier observed, however, they were mainly retailers, with a few as clerks in
European establishments such as the railways and the multinational corporations. As
retail traders, the apprenticeship network increased their population in diaspora. We
shall expound more on this in the next section. Generally, the Igbo, like the other
Nigerian ethnic groups, were subordinate to the European traders, through the
Yoruba were gradually taking over the European trades as the agitation for indepen-
dence increased.
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IGBO ENTREPRENEURSHIP IN NEO-COLONIAL NIGERIA

The gradual devolution of power to indigenes also carried along with it the devo-
lution of economic advantages, at least to a certain extent when compared to east
Africans. The Nigerian economy hitherto under the British goverment politically,
and economically under the British monopoly merchant capitalists, faced intense
competition from new traders. This competition, according Kilby (1975), was a
result of “explosive growth demand” brought about by a rapid increase in peasant
agricultural export earnings. Demand for imported goods, a sign of increasing
dependency on foreign goods and, by implication, foreign nations, rose from £20
million in 1946 to £62 million in 1950. By 1954, imports rose to £114 million and in
1958 rose to £166 million. Consequently, barriers to new sellers greatly reduced
with the increases in the number of merchant firms, the manufacturers’ sales agen-
cies, and the Nigerian trader.

British firms were joined by Indian merchants such as K. Chelleram and Sons, J.
T. Chanrai and Co., Bhojson, Indian Emporium, and Inlaks. Kilby (1975: 492)
asserts that by the 1950s K. Chelleram had become Nigeria’s fifth largest importer.
Also, former Greek and Levantine produce buyers and Lebanese retailers jointed the
ranks of importers, as they found it more profitable than retailing and produce buy-
ing. Overseas manufacturers such as Tate and Lyle, Nestles, Philips, Imperial
Chemical Industries, British Paints, and so on also set up their own independent
wholesale shops and agencies. By 1958, the big British merchant firms had started
to break down their general trading companies into “smaller semi-autonomous spe-
cialised marketing and manufacturing units” (Kilby, ibid: 495). The movement into
manufacturing which involves greater risk, Kilby argues, “had the effect of denying
the market to competitors altogether. By going into manufacturing, the merchant
firm could protect its stake in the market and at the same time re-create its earlier
monopolistic position.”

It is under the new socio-economic condition that the rise in the material standard
of living and the increasing prominence of Nigerian traders acquired in neo-colonial
era could be easily grasped. Nigerian entrepreneurs were able to move into importa-
tion with the new political economic scenario. Though they contributed 5 per cent as
importers in 1949, by 1963, the contribution increased to 20 per cent as their skills
increased as well as the capital resources available to them. They acquired these
resources through overseas manufacturers who began to finance them. In addition,
the U.A.C. and John Holt, from 1958-59, started to withdraw interest in importation
due to the earlier-mentioned intense competition faced from other firms. They
started to provide clearance, ware-housing, and credit facilities to their Nigerian cus-
tomers. Furthermore, the Colonial Development and Welfare Board also made loans
available to indigenous traders and, as we have seen, under the Nigerian
Development Board, created the enabling environment for capital investment, espe-
cially for foreign firms.

Nonetheless, and unlike in Kenya, Uganda, or Northern Rhodesia wherein “not a
single African-owned and-operated manufacturing firm employing ten or more was
recorded...,” West Africa had, by the early 1960s “small manufacturing units
employed in a given country anywhere from 5,000 to 10,000 workers...” (Kilby,
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ibid: 152). By 1965, large entrepreneurs employing as many as 200 employees had
emerged. All of these entrepreneurs came from a non-farm economy, as nearly
three-quarters of their fathers and two-fifths of their grand-fathers had gained their
livelihood in the market economy. This is so for almost all the ethnic groups in
Nigeria but moreso for Igbo entrepreneurs who had migrated in large numbers to
urban areas all over the country. Since there were no traditional cities in Igboland,
except Enugu, Onitsha, Umuahia, Port Harcourt, and Aba, all of which emerged
with European contact, the Igbo migrated to urban centres outside their territory so
that in the north where there were fewer than 3,000 Igbos in 1921. By 1931, the
number had risen to nearly 12,000 and by 1952 to over 130,000. By 1952, they con-
stituted almost half of the total non-indigenes of the Lagos Metropolis. (Anber,
1967: 170-171).

The need to migrate, as we have persistently pointed out, had to do with the strug-
gle to survive. This struggle to survive increased in a rapidly monetizing capitalist
economy with emphasis on agriculture, for which they did not have enough land.
Consequently, they had to migrate to urban areas as traders, shop-keepers, clerks,
skilled workers, and domestic employees. They rose into white-collar positions in a
short time, soon to cultivate an intellectual “elite consisting of educators, journalists,
professionals, and businessmen.” They have been able to achieve these by generat-
ing and maintaining a communal civic spirit in diaspora. The communal spirit is the
life-blood of the entrepreneurial ability of the Igbos, and manifests itself in the
apprenticeship network founded to achieve economic progress. Again, this commu-
nal spirit is a necessity when viewed against the background of Nigeria’s socio-
political structure.

Using the mode of production as our analytical framework, the Igbos were most
backward in terms of the levels of exploitation of the environment and the creation
of a corresponding political structure. It has been variously argued that this was
what contributed to the high level of covetousness observed among the Igbo. It is
not surprising, therefore, that the Igbos had to easily accept the European way of life
if they were to attain any appreciable social status in the emergent neo-colonial
social structure. This was why Nnamdi Azikiwe tried to mobilise his people into a
“unified, cohesive, political bloc....” For Azikiwe, as early as 1949, he maintained
that it was the Igbo nation that God has designated to lead Africans out of colonial
bondage and Azikiwe, in the words of Anber (ibid: 173) pursued Igbo’s advance-
ment at the political level with “religious fervour.”

In pursuing economic advancement, in order to achieve political supremacy, the
Igbos in diaspora:

Formed mutual benefit association, credit societies, and “improvement” organisation
which had ties with rural homelands. An Igbo Union was formed in Lagos in 1934 and
later expanded to become the Igbo Federal Union (subsequently the Igbo State Union)
in 1944, to include all local Igbo associations throughout the country. Frequency, the
“improvement” or “progressive” unions, as they were called, functioned as organs of
local self government, providing ad hoc courts to settle disputes, supplying members
with welfare benefits or employment opportunities, levying taxes, and generating a
communal civic spirit.
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Neither of the other two major ethnic groups used this potent weapon in their eco-
nomic and political undertakings until much later – when political rivalry spurred the
educated elites in the different regions to seek allegiance from their people. This
headstart had made it possible for the Igbo to send their children to school through
communal association, unlike among the Yoruba and Hausa who relied on individ-
ual achievements. By 1952, there were 115 Igbo students as opposed to 118 Yoruba
students at the University College, Ibadan. By 1959, there were more pupils and
teachers in the Eastern region than elsewhere. Even in the military, the Igbo occu-
pied the highest echelon. Of the 431 senior posts in the Nigerian Railway
Corporation in 1964, the Igbo are alleged to have occupied 270; 73 of the 104 senior
posts in the Nigerian Ports Authority; and three-quarters of Nigeria’s foreign ser-
vice; and they were heads of the universities at Ibadan and Lagos.

At the economic level, the Igbo, through their communal association, had the
highest numbers of 68,220 individuals in credit associations, as compared to 5,776
for the west and 2,407 for the north. The credit association s among the Igbo had
become associated with the apprentice system. Peculiar to the enterprises identified
by Tom Forrest in Anambra State, Aba, and Imo State is the apprentice-system,
even in the 1990s. This system involves “the process of migration to new locations
by former apprentices, who would in turn train and settle their own apprentices ...”
(Forrest: 146). The apprentices enter to trade informally at the ages between 8 and
12. This he/she does by being invited to join a member of the kin group or being
recommended by the latter’s master who trained him. Apprenticeship lasts for
between 5 to 10 years after which the master gives the initial capital to the appren-
tice to start his/her business. It should be emphasized that it is almost compulsory
for the master and his apprentice to belong to their home associations from which
they can also secure their initial capital. Where a woman is to be employed as a
housemaid, she will not, in most cases, be given monthly pay, but must be allowed
to engage in apprenticeship in whatever profession she desires. Afterwards, the mas-
ter and/or mistress will assist her in establishing her own business. (Information col-
lected through private interviews)

One major and unique trait of the Igbo entrepreneur is the courage, perseverance,
and determination with which they carry on in spite of the bad experiences and
losses during the Nigerian civil war from 1967 to 1970. This, Forrest (1995: 177)
seems to suggest, is at the heart of the apprentice system which “brings an ethic of
denial, hardship and discipline” gathered through trading experience which is itself
risk-prone. With little or no government assistance, the Igbo have moved from trade
to industry since the end of the civil war. Most of these new industrialists possessed
elementary education, apprenticeship, and trading experiences before they under-
took their industrial venture. This industrial venture has with it an international
component, especially from the Asiatic countries such as Japan, Taiwan, and South
Korea. What they did in the late nineteenth-century, according to Forrest (1995), in
the case of Nnewi, is that they sent equipment manufactured in Europe to any of
these Asiatic countries for copying which then imported back into Nigeria. Since
after the civil war, they have been inviting these Asians to assist in establishing the
industries in Nigeria, which they control as owners. Most of these industries, Forrest
observed, are located near home because of the “strong community ties, the loss of
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properties outside Igboland (especially in Port Harcourt) and the need for security in
the aftermath of the northern massacres and the civil war.” The extent to which the
industrialisation of the home country-sides can continue, however, is limited due to
absence of enough land. Their ability to establish outside their territories will how-
ever be determined by the emerging socio-political Nigerian structure. As at now,
the table attached show the attempts made by the Igbo to industrialise Aba, Imo
State, and Anambra State since 1970 — all of which were copied from Tom Forrest
(1995) The Makers and Making of Nigerian Private Enterprise. (See also Alutu,
[1963] Nnwei History [Enungu: Fourth Dimension], pp. 220-226 for some accounts
also given by Forrest).

CONCLUSION

Understanding the entrepreneurial ability of the Igbo transcends an examination
of merely the nineteenth-century social structure. It is dynamic and the main factor
which seems to have immensely helped them during this period is their experience
with the Europeans. The Europeans met them at the “consolidating” stage of their
existence and therefore found it easier to dismantle the existing social structure. It
was inevitable for the British to rebuilt this social structure if she was to achieve her
aim of securing raw materials for her growing industry. The palm oil region was
then perceived as fundamental to the British economy and it was readily available in
the eastern region. They could not enter this region, however, until they had subordi-
nated the coastal chiefs, who had little or no control in the hinterland Igbo economy.
The Aro who possessed ritual and economic supremacy had not attained effective
political subordination of the Igbo people and, thus, the British and other European
traders had close economic relations after having undermined the ritual supremacy
of the Aro through force and Christian religion.

Prior to Aro supremacy, the Nri were also in the process of subordinating the Igbo
communities, and they possessed traditional professionals who were gradually but
steadily making themselves indispensable to the survival of the Igbo communities.
By the seventeenth-century, their supremacy was undermined due to the increased
importance attached to the slave trade in this part of Nigeria. It was, indeed, this
slave trade which brought the Aro to prominence. The abolition of the slave trade,
the establishment of free trade, and most especially, the introduction of colonial rule,
completely shattered the Aro oligarchy, leaving the Igbo political economy with lit-
tle or no clear-cut economic inequality pattern. The traditional statuses of titled soci-
eties from which secret cults emerged had not attained any major economic
significance until the introduction of European free trade. Those who were able to
make it in European trade became very influential in the Igbo political economy.

Since the avenue available for mobility within the Igbo political economy is
external to its social structure, it more or less became inevitable for the Igbo to
migrate outside their communities. From there they engage in all sorts of activities,
especially trade, in order to achieve the aim of survival and status mobility. While
trying to achieve these, they have been faced with enormous impediments which,
with dogged courage, determination, and perseverance, they attempt to surmount.
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The success attained in these endeavours has been tremendous. Central to the attain-
ment of these successes is the high level of solidarity amongst them. As an especial
result of their experiences in Nigeria's political economy, they have moved nearer
home to establish their industries. Significantly, experiences in trade are vital to the
establishment of industry made possible through their association with Asian coun-
tries.
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Appendix 1 Medium and Large-scale Industry at Onitsha since 1970
Company start-up Product Owner Employment Comment 

Nwa George Industries 1975 Roofing sheets G.N. Okeke 50 Japan Tech.
Ekene Dili Chukwu Steel Structures 1976 Vehicle-body fabrication Chief A.E. Ilodibe ? Austrian partner 20%
Ezenwa Plastics 1978 Plastic household wares Chief R.O. Ezenwa 200 Former distributor for Metalloplastica,

the Lebanese plastics pioneer
GMO Group 1978 Roofing sheets, paper, bicycle tyres Chief J. Igwe, Late Chief G.E. Chikeluba 1,500 (1989) Taiwan Tech.

& tubes, sports shoes, nails, electroded, Chief M.O. Arinze
pharmaceuticals

Olympic Packers 1979 Packaging & corrugating Sir Joe Nwankwo 180 (1989) Belgian Tech.
Allied Steel Industries 1979 Steel rods Chief J.E. Muoghalu 210-84 Taiwan Tech.
Allied International 1981 Galvanized sheets 280 Japan Tech.

1985 Plastics 20 Japan Tech.
1987 Fibreglass 18 Taiwan Tech. 
1989 Shoe soles 35 Italian Tech.

Roadmaster Industries 1979 Bicycle tyres and tubes Chief J.S.O.. Nnoruka Taiwan Tech.
1981 Galvanized sheets Chief C.O.. Ezenwa Taiwan Tech.
1984 Motorcycle tyres and tubes 250-100 Taiwan Tech.
1986 Rubber solution Taiwan Tech.
1986 Wheelbarrows Taiwan Tech.
1989 Malleable pipe fittings Taiwan Tech.

Geolis Cables 1981 Electric cables Chief G.C.O. Ezebube c. 120 Taiwan partners
Chief E.E. Nwosu

Estco Industries 1979 Paper products and candles Chief C.A. Ekwenibe 235
Niger paper Industry 1980 Toilet tissue and polythene products Chief C.O. Ilodi 68
Pesaco Chemical Industries 1981 Form Chief P.A. Okonkwo 31 (1987)
Pokobros Foods & Chemical Industries 1982 Rice milling, maize grits, etc. 240 (1987)
Kates Associated Industry 1982 Cosmetics Ikem Osanakpo 110
City Biscuits 1982 Biscuits Chief C.A. Onyechi 200
Memms (WA) 1982 Paper, paints Chief F. Maduka ?
Life Breweries 1983 Beer Late Chief D.A. Nwandu & others 278 French partners 30%
Edeleosaka Investment Co. 1983 Nails, wire, headpans, cutlery Chief E.A. Onwumelu 42
Niger Auto Industries 1984 Brake linings Bernard Maduko 100 Brazilian Tech.
Marshal Industries 1985 Garments Chief E.E. Onunkwo 80
Vincent Standard Steel 1986 Steel pipes Chief V.C. Nwankwo 100 Japanese Tech. partner
Iju Industries 1987 Rubber auto parts & PVC Chief G.A. Onwugbenu 200 Indian Tech.
Anino International PLC. 1987 Pins, paper clips, staples C.L. Anapusim 29
Brollo (Nig.) 1987 Steel pipes Chief D.A. Ekueme & others 90 Cold steel rolling Italian partner 20%
A.B. Expellers 1989 Palm-kernel oil A.B. Ezenwanne 118 Malaysian Tech.
Fenok Industries 1992 Brake pads and linings Chief E.E.N. Ojukwu       c. 80 Argentinean Tech.

*Employment figures refer to 1992 unless otherwise stated. Where a range is indicated, the higher figure refers to peak employment. 
Source: Tom Forrest.
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Appendix 2 Large-scale Transport Companies
Name Start-up Prior employment Approximate size Transport-related activity Other business

C. Moore Obioha, Aba 1954 Transport manager Group employs 450; Motor distribution Trading, manufacture of nails & 
150 trucks in petroleum water tanks
haulage

Ekene Dili Chukwu, Onitsha 1955 Motor-parts trade c. 1,000 vehicles; Motor distribution, Table 6.4 of Forrest
4,000 employed bodybuilding, insurance

Izu Chukwu Transport, Onitsha 1955 Motor-parts trade 142 luxury buses, 68 Investments, detergent factory
trailers, 10 lorries

Chi Di Ebere Transport Umuahia – Conductor with Borno c. 200 vehicles Motor-parts trade Petroleum marketing, quarrying
Motor Co.

New Tarzan Motors, Onitsha 1973 Mechanic, texitile 100 luxury buses – Flour milling, paper mill avquired
trade from state government in mid-1980s

P.N. Emerah, Onitsha – Motor-parts trade 100 luxury buses & – Agricultre (rice and casssava), civil
mini buses engineering

Ekeson Brothers, Onitsha 1980 Conductor with Moore c. 65 luxury buses, 10 Motor distributsion Manufacture of brake pads & linings
Obioha trucks

Sources: Business, June 1991; interviews; private communications. In Tom Forrest.
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Appendix 3 Medium and Large-scale Industry at Nnewi
Company Start-up Product Employment Technology source

(1989)

(a) Motor parts
Cento International 1983 Motor accessories 200 Taiwan/South Korea
John White 1987 Fan belts 60 Taiwan
Uru Industries 1987 Brake cables 38 Taiwan
Edison Danzas 1987 Brake pads, shoes, linings 100 Taiwan/South Korea
Ibeto 1988 Batteries, accessories, brake pads, linings 465 (1990) Taiwan

1990 Shoes & clutch fibres Taiwan
Goldwin-Kris 1988 Rubber auto parts 100 Taiwan/China
OCE Filters 1988 Oil filters 120 Singapore
Dewaco 1989 Industrial moulds 60 (1992) Taiwan

(b)Agro-industry
Armak Industrial Mill 1987 Rice and maize processing (20 and 60 tons a da 150 Britain/Germany (rice); Italy (maize)
Life Vegetable Oil 1988 Palm-kernel processing (50 tons) 215 Belgium (plant), singapore (processing)
Inter-Continental Feedmills 1988 Animal feeds ?
C.C. Ngozi Ifebi Farms 1991 Poultry, pork, fish, starch, garri 60 (1992)

(c) Miscellaneous
Jimex 1970 Aluminium die casting 200
Ibeto Photo 1982 Colour photo processing 251 Britain
Cutix 1984 Domestic electric cables 60
Adswitch 1984 1984 Switch gear 40
Ebunso Nig. Ltd. 1985 Design and manufacture of process equipment 28
S and M 1986 Soap, toiletries, disinfectant 16
Ekwulumili Industrial Co. 1987 Aluminium household utensils 75 Germany
Ibeto Marble 1987 Synthetic marble 18 Germany
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Appendix 4 medium and Large-scale Industry at Aba Sine 1970

Company Start-up Product Owner Employment Employment Comment

Presidential Tailor 1970 Men’s suits S.O. Ojiaku 85 (1992)
Niger Garment 1970 Knitted fabric & garments Chief D.N. Orji 227 (1992)
E. & O. Chukwu 1970 Knitted fabric & garments O. Chukwu C. 250 (1992)
Rosies Garment 1971 Garment Chief Iro Orji 300
Rosie Textile Mill 1979 Textiles
Iros Luggage Luggage
Manufacturing
Udeofson Garment 1971 Garments U.E. Ofuru 152 (1992)
Factory PLC
Baco Engineering Co. Ltd. 1972 Metal fabrication Chief B.A. Isiguzo 70
Fabina Nig. Ltd. Brake shoes
Starline (Nig.) Ltd. 1973 Cosmetics C.I. Onwunna 285 (1992)

1987 Plastics
1988 Pharmaceuticals

Micco Electronics 1974 Radio/Cassette assembly Sir Mike C. Nkwoji 400* Electronics closed
Micco Plastic Industry 1979 Plastics
Micco Nails Ltd. 1980 Nails
Micco Crown Cork 1982 Crown Corks
Micco Shoe Sole 1989 Shoe Soles
Anzzy Industrial Co. 1976 Shoes, stiffeners A.O. Olekaibe 150 (1992)
Toonak Group 1977 Aluminium products Chief T.O.O. Omejua-Njoku 1,200* Joint venture with USA

1985 Soft drinks
1987 Soap

Continental Plastics 1978 Plastics Mazi A.C. Eneogwe 218 (1991)
Continental Industries 1990 Flour & feed mill
Onwuka HI-Tek PLC 1978 Nails, spare parts Chief Onwuka Kalu 234 (1990)
Star Paper Mill 1978 Paper conversion Chief Nnana Kalu 300 (1991) Italian technology

1983 Recycling plant
Nibeltex 1979 Upholstery, garments Chief K.K. Onumah 90-50 Belgian equity, 5%
Nwachukwu Shoe 1979 Shoes Chief P.C. Nwachukwu 25 (1992)
Okam Steel Industries 1979 Nails, roofing sheets Chief John Okam 500-200 Royal Crown Cola franchise

1980 Soft drinks
kan Biscuits 1980 Biscuits Chief N.O. Nwojo 350-150 (1992) Chiltonian Biscuits (UK)

Chief Kalu Ndukwe 100% of equity
Dubic Industries Ltd. 1980 Jumbo paper rolls Chief Dike Ifeagwu C. 1,000* Taiwan equity Supplied 41 

paper convertors
Dubic Breweries Ltd. 1982 Beer
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Unijoy Paper Products 1985 tissues
United Steel Converters 1980 Aluminium products Chief N.U. Okafor 100*
UOO Agricultural Industry 1981 Animal feeds Chief O. Eze
Major Electrodes 1987 Electrodes Chief U. Ozoemena

Chief O. Nzedinma
Interland Industries 1981 Soft drinks Chief O.U. Onwuka 250-150
Fashion Shoe Co. 1982 Shoes Chief J. Anyaehie Lt.-Gen. Closed since 1985, Joint 

T.Y. Danjuma (rtd.) & others vennture with Italians
Integrated Bedding 1982 Foam mattress Late Chief I.A. Ota 106-20
Home Charm Paints 1985 Paints Chief O. Mang 90 (1986)
Lee-Nobec Group 1986 Light bulbs Chief L.I. Okeye 300* (1992) Taiwan technology

1989 Toilet tissue Taiwan technology
1990 Plastic shoes Taiwan technology

Chieme Automobile Ind. 1987 Auto parts Chief F. Chukwuonye 100
Nwanegbontraco Industries 1987 Shoe soles Chief B.N. Ezissi 26 Taiwan technology
Citraco Industry Ltd. 1988 Shoe soles, shoes Chief C.I. Oguguo 126 (1990) N$ 9.2 m. turnover (1989)
Hic Oil Company 1988 Palm-kernel oil & cake Nze C.O. Maduako      125 N$ 12m. Investment, UK tech.
Ndu Integrated Composite Flour Mill 1991 Flour mill Chief N.O. Nwojo 45 (1992)

Note: Employment figures refer to 1989 unless otherwise stated. Where a range is indicated, the higher figure refers to peal employment.
* Group employment.
Source: Interviews and communications in Tom Forrest, 172-173
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